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Goals for Today

● Share key findings from our research. 

● Hear your reflections and feedback. 

● Invite you & youth in your organization to be 

featured in our book.



Why We’re Doing the 
Research

● To challenge dominant narratives 
about Black youth in research. 

● To learn from the voices and 
experiences of young Black civic 
leaders. 

● To inform organizations that 
serve Black youth. 

● To strengthen local and national 
investments in communities of 
color. 

How We Will Use 
this Research

● Publish book, academic papers, 
and present at academic 
conferences. 

● Share findings with organizations 
and community groups. 

● Present and report to AmeriCorps 
funders and national audiences.



About the Young Black Changemakers Study

Here’s what we asked 
•Tell me about some of your civic activities and how you are engaged.
•Walk me through your own journey of becoming civically engaged.
•What is unique about civic engagement for Black youth?
•How does being Black matter for your civic engagement?
•What other identities do you hold that connect to your civic engagement?
•Tell me what this current moment of political action means to you. 

43 Black Youth in LA
..ages 13-18
..from 13 different orgs
..37 high schools 
..interviewed remotely Feb-Aug 2020

Male
35%

Female 
65%

Born inside 
the U.S.

79%

Born outside 
the U.S.

21%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DomIn order to answer these questions we interviewed young people for about 60 minutes each. During these interviews we tapped on all the following areas. While all interviews touched on these areas the interview team which included myself and other members of the team that identified as Black and or African American attempted to create open dialogues with youth in which youth decided what we talked about and for how long. We centered our interview style around the idea that the youth should feel in charge of the process. 
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We want to know what you think!
Travel to: 
https://tinyurl.com/YBCFeedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://tinyurl.com/YBCFeedback



How do you define a changemaker? Who comes to mind 
when you think of a young Black changemaker?



Chapter 2: The Why and How of Young Black Changemaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laura



Key Insights: Three main goals guided Black youth’s 
changemaking. 

Chapter 2: The Why and How of Young Black Changemaking

Pursuing 
racial and 
economic 

equity.

Preparing 
peers for an 
anti-Black 

world.

Improving 
themselves to 
improve their 
community.



Pursuing racial and economic equity

Chapter 2: The Why and How of Young Black Changemaking

Because I want to, I want to be able to have the same opportunities as everybody 
else. And I want people in my younger generation status, same opportunities too, 
like I don't, I don't want us to go through all these budget cuts and we not have 
books and all this stuff. I just want to, I want to have the same opportunity. So we 
have, so we have a better chance at doing what we want to do in the future.
- Quinn



Preparing peers for an anti-Black world

Chapter 2: The Why and How of Young Black Changemaking

We’re very passionate about like…you need to know your rights and 
knowing…what happens if a police pulls you over.

Like a lot of kids don’t understand how precious a Black life is or 
how precious their life is.
- Destiny



Improving self to improve the community

Chapter 2: The Why and How of Young Black Changemaking

If I better myself with getting good grades and staying focused and on track, 
it can—and I start this mentoring program, it can show people like no matter 
where you come from you can always succeed and no matter what the color 
of your skin you can always succeed no matter what anybody tells you. 
- Layla



We want to know what you think!
Travel to: 
https://tinyurl.com/YBCFeedback
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Based on your experience, how do Black youth become changemakers?



Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys? 
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Three Main Launching Points 

Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys? 

1. Influential People 

2.  Youth-Driven Journey

3.  Encounters with Racism 



Influential People 

Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys? 

Who? 
Family, Peers, Teachers, Counselors, Mentors

How? 
Being brought along (early family experiences)
Being asked or recruited 
Being inspired by Black leaders

I look at the Black women every day that surround me, 
and I be like, ‘Dang, I wish I could be one of them,’ but 
then I be forgetting that I am one of them. I feel like 
Black… history…made me really just kind of find myself 
and be like, “Dang, like, you really are one of these 
people,” and like, “Dang, you really are like—you are. You 
should feel honored.” -Unique



Youth-Driven Journey

Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys?

Passion for a cause or issue sparked youth’s civic engagement.
I have faced struggles with access [to resources] at 
school. So the whole objective and the mission of the 
club is something that I was actually pretty passionate 
about. So when I went to my first meeting, and I saw how 
passionate that the President was about what she was 
advocating for. It really drew me in. -Mia



Youth-Driven Journey

What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys?

Desire for a life change was a launching point for some.

I have faced struggles with access [to resources] at 
school. So the whole objective and the mission of the 
club is something that I was actually pretty passionate 
about. So when I went to my first meeting, and I saw how 
passionate that the President was about what she was 
advocating for. It really drew me in. -Mia

Passion for a cause or issue sparked youth’s changemaking.

I realized that I don’t want to be…stuck, you know, in the same 
neighborhood not doing nothing, not being able to pay my bills 
and stuff because I didn’t get an education. So, seeing my future 
and how it’s going. It just made me want to change and join our 
community. All these…groups to help other people who realize 
their future, realize they need to, you know, get on it. -Quinn



Encounters with Racism

Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys?

Interpersonal racism fueled youth’s changemaking (more on this later).
…But these experiences in civic spaces made some youth pull back.

Institutional racism also sparked youth’s changemaking, especially 
pertaining to police violence (more on this later, too!).



What Helps Youth Sustain Changemaking Over Time?

Chapter 3: What Launches and Sustains Youth’s Civic Journeys?

Seeing Impact01

Feeling Heard 02

Growing into 
Leaders03

Being in 
Community 04

It is like our job to organize it 
ourselves. And so as I've gotten 
older in [org], I've really gotten more 
of an appreciation for like doing 
civic engagement and stuff and like 
organizing it myself based on like 
what I care about. -Camille

So when that happened, I 
was like, ‘Oh, we can really 
do this, like we're really out 
here.’ So yeah, I feel 
empowered. Like, I felt 
unstoppable, I was like, 
‘Okay, Unique, you better go 
girl.’ -Unique

[I see myself as] being an 
activist…being able to put 
my voice out there and 
letting people hear me and 
what I’ve got to say and 
take it in. -Jen

Everybody there had like a 
good energy and they really 
wanted to just help people. 
And it was just, being like, 
they really uplift you… It felt 
more like I wanted to be 
there with those people. 
-Cory



We want to know what you think!
Travel to: 
https://tinyurl.com/YBCFeedback
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Chapter 4: Family as Essential Connectors and Supports of 
Young Black Changemaking
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Key Insights

Chapter 4: Family as Essential Connectors and Supports of Young Black 
Changemaking

Family Members Act as 
Essential Connectors to 

and Supporters of 
Changemaking for 

Black Youth

Interactions with Family 
Shape Black Youth's 
Civic Motivations and 

Intentions

Black Youth Use 
Changemaking to 

Support, Protect, and 
Honor Family



Family Members Act as Essential Connectors to and 
Supporters of Changemaking for Black Youth

Chapter 4: Family as Essential Connectors and Supports of Young Black 
Changemaking

So, when I was about eight years old, me and my mom started 
volunteering.

- Amir

My grandma makes sure I’m in there with her, every morning watching 
the news.
- Unique

Its’ all my mom, because like, she’s the one that pushes, puts me into 
programs.

- Muffin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family members are common entry points for youth to get connected to changemaking opportunities and support them in various ways. Mothers, fathers, and siblings were the most frequently mentioned as active connectors of youth’s engagement, but it is important to note that other extended family members like uncles and grandmas were commonly mentioned as well.  Many youth told stories in which family members (primarily elders) served as a link and supporter of their changemaking journey by participating in activities or volunteering with the youth, requiring youth to be engaged in activities or organizations, seeking out opportunities, and assisting with tangible resources like transportation. 



Interactions with Family Shape Black Youth's Civic 
Motivations and Intentions

Chapter 4: Family as Essential Connectors and Supports of Young Black 
Changemaking

We [my parents and I] always have like talks. And they always 
tell me like it’s important that you really get involved and stay 
focused and stay awake of what is going on, and that really 

helps me stay focused.
-Mea

I think a big part of it was just like family values, like my mom 
coming home and talking about her job, and me realizing that I 

could make an impact like that too. My mom's like a 
psychologist for the county.

-Sara Vaughn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   Family members of young Black changemakers shaped youths’ development of a sense of civic purpose  through interactions that explicitly or implicitly addressed the importance  of engaging in changemaking,  embracing communal based motivations, and developing sustained intentions to contribute to the world.Mea’s story demonstrates the manner that family members particularly parents can use direct conversations about  their youth’s civic motivations and intentions to influence their  youth’s development in this area intentions  however Mea is just one example of the many youth in our study that discussed having these type of explicit interactions with family members.Youth like Sara Vaughan discusses how  witnessing the behavior of her family members has also shaped her own  civic motivation and intentions inspiring her to attempt to have an impact like her family members as a way of feeling connected to her family and to the wider world . This influence occurred even though Sara Vaughn does not say that her family members directly mentioned her civic motivations or intentions. 



Black Youth Use Changemaking to Support, Protect, 
and Honor Family

Chapter 4: Family as Essential Connectors and Supports of Young Black 
Changemaking

You know, he [my little brother], I feel like he watches 
me a lot. He always looks at me whenever he needs help 
he-he comes and asks me for advice. I try my best to be 

there for him at all times so he never feels like he's 
alone…I always just try to be a good role model for him 

like never doing anything bad so he won't get influenced 
into that type of life and go down a bad road.

- Damian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Youth exercise civic engagement as a tool on behalf of their family to support positive growth, protect them physically and emotionally, in addition to honoring their family’s legacy.Many Black youth, such as Damian  use the protection and support of their family as a driving factor in their participation in changemaking. Specifically, youth speak about the desire to and taking action to protect their  parents, younger siblings, and other family members  by problem solving or advocating on their behalf.Damian wants to mentor and support his brother as a form of changemaking in of itself as and being driven to engage in changing the world to model for his young brother how to walk down a postive road 



We want to know what you think!
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Chapter 5: Being Black in Black and Non-
Black Spaces
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Key Insights

Chapter 5: Being Black in Black and Non-Black Spaces

• Black youth experience significant racial harm in non-Black 
spaces.

• Black youth are often silenced and experiences of racism are 
ignored. 

• Black youth work to create safe Black spaces and challenge 
racism collectively.



Black youth experience significant racial harm in non-
Black spaces.

Chapter 5: Being Black in Black and Non-Black Spaces

I was sitting in class [with two other Black girls]. Everybody else in the class was [white] …And it was one 
boy and he had said the N-word. . .So, I told him “You can’t just go around saying that type of stuff.” And he 

was like, “Or, what?" … I brought it up to the school and they were like, “Oh, well, we’ve never had to 
experience this, and we’ve never had a child of color come out and speak out about this.” So, then I asked 

some of my friends if they’ve ever experienced stuff like that and they were like, “Yes.”
– KJ

The whole school is just for them (white students). The white administration just doesn't understand that.

-Camille
“It's like, as a Black person, like, I can't afford to have my - my mental health, uh, you know, just 

completely deteriorated, um, because I've been constantly waiting for, you know, somethin' to happen 
to me.”

-Joe Cornell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black youth discussed experiencing and navigating significant racial harm in non-black spaces. Youth like KJ, Camile and Joe talk about experiences of discrimination, exclusion and worry as they navigate these spaces making clear the impact of racial harm on these youth. Read quotes.  Youth discussed the reality that the humanness of Black people was often ignored in non-black spaces with those outside the Black community losing sight of the emotional experience of Black youth because they’re conceptualizing Blackness rather than recognizing it as a human experience that evokes complex emotions. In a society that often denies anti-blackness youth in our study clearly explain that bias is alive in many of the spaces they commonly navigate such as their schools an neighborhoods. 



Black Youth Voices are Often Ignored and Become 
Silenced

“Um, well, as far as being Black and being civically engaged in this world, I feel like oftentimes, our voices 
and our actions are shut and put on the back burner. “

-Success with Lex

“Well, I just feel like from my personal experiences that a lotta the times, like, in my elementary school and 
even sometimes in my current middle school, I feel like just overpowered, and a lot of the—I know that’s the 
case for a lot of the Black youth. A lotta the times, we are the minority, and it feels that way, like, a lot, and 
we feel all alone and overpowered, so yeah, so youth engagement really helps to make us feel like we have 

a voice, and we can make a change.”
-NA

Chapter 5: Being Black in Black and Non-Black Spaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A common theme found in the excerpts were being ignored or silenced in non-Black spaces by those in positions of power. These experiences left youth feeling lack of support, belittled, discouraged, and powerless in facilitating change. In non-Black spaces, there was a feeling of being overpowered into silence and discouraged because of their minority status in these environments. 



Black Youth Work to Create Safe Black Spaces and 
Challenge Racism Collectively

“ I've definitely experienced that kind of fear of getting involved in an activity where I see no other black 
faces in the entire club, or I walked into a 50-person meeting and there's not one other Black face in there. 

So, I want to be kind of that force of comfort and relatability for other Black youth who may not feel 
comfortable getting involved in an activity that's 98% white or they're the only Black face in the entire 

room. I want to make sure that I'm there to demonstrate how, no matter what skin color you are, you can 
become a leader in whatever you want to do."

– Mia

“ Kinda like at my school ‘cuz I go to a predominantly white school. So, like when we have our Black 
history festival and stuff like that. It’s kind of not Black. It's watered down, I guess. So, we don't really have 
anything that's Black so me and my friends try to stay involved with that so they could understand what it 

really is or what we do it for."
- Jen

Chapter 5: Being Black in Black and Non-Black Spaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Black youth face discrimination and silencing that is only part of the story. Black youth actively resisted this treatment and built safe spaces for Black students. Black youth sought out experiences of validation by other Black individuals, which can be considered a form of organizing a safe space. Through establishing these safe spaces, youth were provided with necessary affirmations to feel supported. In these instances, Black youth actively initiated the cultivation of safe spaces and invited other Black people into contributing to these safe spaces.Return to the n-word story and the activism that followedI think it is also important to note that creating safe spaces for young Black people should not be a task or responsibility left solely to them. Allies and leaders within organizations should contribute, participate, and support, yet allow Black youth to lead.
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Insert large photo if you 
have a relevant one 

Chapter 6: Black Identity and Community 
as Sustaining Forces for Black Youth 
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Key Insights

Chapter 6: Black Identity and Community as Sustaining Forces for Black Youth 

Black youth develop individual and collective 
identity through changemaking.

 Building knowledge of historical injustices 
and legacies of Black changemakers
strengthens youth’s identity as a Black 
person and Black community member. 

 Changemaking is one way that Black 
youth resist stereotypes.

 Racial awareness and identity can shift 
broad civic engagement to racial justice 
changemaking.



Collective identity is rooted in understanding historical 
injustice and the legacy of Black changemakers 

Chapter 6: Black Identity and Community as Sustaining Forces for Black Youth 

Our rights, our liberty, our equality. Always been a big thing. We have always been as people, you 
know, to a degree civically engaged. It’s kind of been I guess a tradition that's been passed down. 
-Martin 

So I feel like it's our-our—oh, what's the word—our duty to carry the torch and pass it on 
to future generations. And then also in the midst of carrying the torch, um, making more 
differences at the same time. -Layla

Yes. Definitely seeing that the Black Lives Matter movement has grown bigger than that 
movement is, like, crazy to me because the Civil Rights Movement just invoked so much change. 
Uh, the Martin Luther King era-era. The Malcom X era. All of that has invoked changed but seeing 
that in this day in time our movement is bigger than that, I feel like we’re on to something, and this 
decade might just be the decade where we finally get to change that. We’ve been fighting for it for 
201 years. -Success with Lex



Changemaking is one way to resist Black stereotypes

Chapter 6: Black Identity and Community as Sustaining Forces for Black Youth 

It like it sets a positive image on on us. Because, like, you know, how, like the news, they 
portray us in like, a bad way, like they, like they don't show the good stuff we do in the 
community. And if there's like a bunch of people like doing good things, and then they're gonna
have to show that like, you know, they're like, we're creating a change over here. 
-Damian

I feel like society puts us in this like, box where we’re either in a gang, we’re poor, we’re just in the 
very like, lower class or whatever. So I feel like black people especially—or even people of color in 
doing like, civic engagement I feel like it showed them that we’re not these people that society 
puts us in this little box. We’re not those people. - Her



Racial awareness and identity can shift broad civic 
engagement to racial justice change making

Chapter 6: Black Identity and Community as Sustaining Forces for Black Youth 

Um, so that was sort of an epiphany moment for me in a sense that, um, Black people, organizers in 
general, like, I feel like so often we play defense in, uh—in a sense that just, like, everything that we do 
is as a reaction to white supremacy or acts of bigotry. And I realized, like, that really influenced the way 
that I wanna move forward in this work. And I don't wanna play defense. I don't wanna wait for somethin' 
to happen to me or some sort of damage to be inflicted to me or my, you know, psychological 
emotional mental health, you know, before I do somethin' or say somethin’. - Joe 

I said, the-the black experience in America and what happens from when we're born basically really does 
shape how we're able to get engaged in our communities and, and change, change what we see is wrong 
or what we want to change the world. So, yeah. - Mia



We want to know what you think!
Travel to: 
https://tinyurl.com/YBCFeedback
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Chapter 7: Young Black Changemakers 
Confronting Racial Injustice in Summer 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In chapter 7, we take a look at what summer 2020 meant to young black changemakers, how they felt about the movement, and how it influenced their civic participation. The community response to the murder of George Floyd was clearly profound and impactful across society, including protests across Los Angeles. We had the opportunity to interview youth to ask their opinions about summer 2020, BLM, and hope for change. 



What did Summer 2020 mean for Black Youth? 

Chapter 7: Young Black Changemakers Confronting Racial Injustice in Summer 2020

A global, 
virtually 

interconnected 
movement  

A breaking 
point, 

watershed 
moment in 

history 

Continuing a 
legacy of racial 

justice 
activism: 

connected to 
past and future 

Creating long 
lasting social 

change for the 
next 

generation

It's really inspiring. I think it's 
because of the fact that this 
went global. Like, you see 
people that protest all around the 
nation. I think that means that 
that's, it proves to me that if we 
really fight for what we want 
and use our voice that we can 
make a change.” -Mea

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the young Black changemakers, summer 2020 signified a powerful moment; one that reverberated throughout the world and woke people up from complacency about anti-Black racism, both structural racism and racism in their everyday experiences. The realization that the whole world cared about George Floyd, and by association, the plight of Black Americans, was highly significant . -Part of this sweeping view that change was on the horizon was related to the power of social media, youth viewed summer 2020 as a watershed moment in history; one that had the potential to dismantle white supremacy and anti-Black racism They also saw this movement as connected to the past (legacies of activisim) and the future (for the next generation). 



What Emotions Did Summer 2020 Spark? 

Chapter 7: Young Black Changemakers Confronting Racial Injustice in Summer 2020

They felt compelled by 
sense of real urgency 

for justice.

They felt sad that it took 
this long for people to 

wake up. 

They were exhausted 
and angry at times. 

People are tired, and 
exhausted, and angry, and, 
um, you—we’re just kinda
done with it, with being 
mistreated, for the past 400 
years. And that-that’s too 
long. – Soleil 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the view of the movement was inspirational, summer 2020 also sparked a range of emotions. For certain youth felt compelled by the URGENCY and demand for social justice, which was exciting. But at the same time, they felt a range of emotions- sadness, anger, and exhausted,-and overwhelemd. For just as the movement brought hope it also brought sadness that it took this visible heinous murder for people to wake up. They felt exhausted thinking about racism and wondering if their white peers would move beyond performative allyship. 



What types of Changemaking Behaviors Resulted? 

Chapter 7: Young Black Changemakers Confronting Racial Injustice in Summer 2020

Leveraging social media as a widespread form 
of activism

Acting with new intention and for some, the first 
political activity (marches, demonstrations)

Drawing on personal experience to motivate 
and deepen their racial justice activism

Seizing this moment to "be the change"

I feel like I wanna be 
a part of the change, 
not just watch the 
change – Destiny 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last, There were a range of new and reinforced civic behaviors that resulted in summer 2020. Youth truned to social media frequently to leverage activism, statements, memes, etc. They also acted with new urgent attention, for some, this was their first demonstration, marches, etc. Many were able to draw on their own famly or personal feelings to turn these feelings into activism; to get out and join with others in protest. Ovearall there was a sense that youth sould seize this moment, this YOUTH led movement, to “be the change” ! “I feel like I wanna be a part of the change, not just watch the change – Destiny “ For youth, this was “our time.”
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Can you 
share this 

opportunity 
with Black 

youth in 
your 

organization 
or network?

Invitation 
for Black 

Youth



Submit a brief 
description of your 

organization’s work, 
with emphasis on 
opportunities and 

support you provide 
for Black youth’s 
changemaking. 

(100 words max) 

Invitation for Your 
Organization: 

Be Spotlighted in Our Book!

Nominate another 
organization whose 

work you think 
should be featured. 

https://www.uclaybc.com/orgspotlight



Email:      wraylake@ucla.edu
Website:  www.uclaybc.com

mailto:wraylake@ucla.edu
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